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This is a second edition guide to the Pyrenean High-Level Route – probably
the most beautiful, spectacular and challenging trek in the Pyrenees. Unlike
the GR10 and GR11, the Haute Route crosses the French–Spanish border
many times, exploring both sides of the mountain range and staying as close
as possible to the main ridge of the Pyrenees. As a result the Haute Route
leads the trekker through landscapes of immense variety and impeccable
beauty on its way from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean.

This complete guide from a leading writer on the region covers the 800km
route and breaks the unwaymarked route into 45 day trails, plus 500 gps
waymarks. The guide includes practical information on villages, mountain
huts, guesthouses, hotels and campsites, with variant routes and the ascents
of ten classic summits.

Key marketing points
• New second edition
• 800km of spectacular and challenging trekking through the highest and

best of the Pyrenees
• Split into 5 main sections which are broken down into 42 stages (days).

Identifies accommodation and all-important issues for the trekker.

About the author
Ton Joosten has written six books on the Pyrenees which he has explored
extensively over the last 20 years, walking all the long-distance trails, all
major peaks and the national parks in both France and Spain, and has written
on the best walking regions. When not exploring, Ton lives in Holland.

Related books
9781852843649 - The GR10 Trail
9781852844707 - Walks and Climbs in the Pyrenees
9781852845247 - Through the Spanish Pyrenees: GR11
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